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Abstract— This paper presents a method for designing
energy-aware collaboration tasks between humans and robots,
and generating corresponding trajectories to carry out those
tasks. The method involves using high-level specifications ex-
pressed as Signal Temporal Logic (STL) specifications to
automatically synthesize task assignments and trajectories.
The focus is on a specific task where a Multi-Rotor Aerial
Vehicle (MRAV) performs object handovers in a power line
setting. The motion planner takes into account constraints
such as payload capacity and refilling, while ensuring that the
generated trajectories are feasible. The approach also allows
users to specify robot behaviors that prioritize human comfort,
including ergonomics and user preferences. The method is
validated through numerical analyses in MATLAB and realistic
Gazebo simulations in a mock-up scenario.

I. INTRODUCTION

In robotics, Multi-Rotor Aerial Vehicles (MRAVs) are
popular due to their agility, maneuverability, and versatil-
ity with onboard sensors. They have various applications,
including contactless or physical interaction with their sur-
roundings [1]. MRAVs are advantageous in scenarios such
as working environments at heights, wind turbines, large
construction sites, and power transmission lines [2]. They can
act as robotic co-workers, carrying tools and reducing phys-
ical and cognitive load on human operators, but ergonomics
and safety must be considered [3], [4]. However, the use
of MRAVs in human-robot interaction is limited compared to
ground robots. Object handover is also a well-studied topic.

To enable effective collaboration between MRAVs and hu-
man workers, advanced task and motion planning techniques
are required to address ergonomic and safety concerns while
minimizing the physical and cognitive demands on human
operators. Signal Temporal Logic (STL) [5] can provide
a framework to express these complex specifications and
generate optimal feasible trajectories.
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Handover involves multiple stages: approach, reach, and
transfer phases [3], [4]. While some previous studies have
examined individual phases, e.g. [6], there is limited consid-
eration of safety and ergonomics in such approaches as well
as energy efficiency. For aerial robot-human collaboration in
high-risk environments, it is crucial to include these con-
siderations. Additionally, prior works [7], [8] have explored
the integration of human comfort and ergonomics in robot
planning, but none have considered the context of MRAVs
as co-workers with humans.

Some studies use sensors on MRAVs to improve control
and planning, with perception-constrained control being a
key consideration. For example, [4] proposes a Nonlinear
Model Predictive Control (NMPC) formulation that incor-
porates human ergonomics and comfort while enforcing
perception and actuation limits. Other research, such as [3],
uses dynamic programming to ensure safety when controlling
an aerial manipulator during physical interactions with a
human operator. However, these approaches only consider
scenarios with a single operator and do not address energy
consumption. Regarding motion planning for human-robot
handovers, [9] presents a controller automatically generated
from STL specifications, while [10] uses probabilistic model-
checking to validate a controller for safety and liveness
specifications. Neither of these addresses the task assignment
and trajectory generation problem to enhance energy-aware
human-robot ergonomic collaboration for MRAVs.

This paper presents an energy-aware motion planner that
leverages STL specifications to facilitate human-robot col-
laboration. To this end, a nonlinear non-convex max-min
optimization problem is formulated, which is addressed using
a hierarchical approach that first solves an Integer Linear
Programming (ILP) problem. The approach is demonstrated
in a power line scenario considering the task of an MRAV
performing object handovers as depicted in Fig. 1, where
the mission requirements are expressed as an STL formula.
Trajectories consider payload capacity limitations and refill-
ing stations for longer-duration operations. Additionally, a
method for computing the initial solution for the optimization
problem is proposed. Validation is conducted through nu-
merical simulations in MATLAB, while Gazebo simulations
demonstrate the approach’s effectiveness in a real-world
implementation scenario.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

This paper aims to improve ergonomic human-robot col-
laboration by designing a trajectory for an MRAV equipped
with a manipulation arm to perform object handovers in



Fig. 1: Illustration of an MRAV approaching a human
operator, with gray showing a possible STL optimizer output.

a power line setting. To meet ergonomic requirements, the
drone must approach the operator from the front, either from
the left or right, from above or below, and never from behind.
Additionally, refilling stations are available for the drone to
reload tools. The goal is to complete the mission within
a specified maximum time frame while meeting dynamic
and capability constraints, as well as avoiding obstacles and
minimizing energy consumption. To simplify the scenario,
we assume that the handover location is a 3D space for
each operator, that the MRAV can carry only one tool at a
time, and that an onboard low-level controller, e.g. [3], [4],
manages the handover procedure. A map of the environment,
including obstacles, is assumed to be known in advance.

III. PRELIMINARIES

Let us consider a discrete-time dynamical system of
a MRAV xk+1 = f(xk, uk), where xk+1 and xk ∈ X ⊂ Rn

are the next and current states, respectively, and uk ∈ U ⊂
Rm is the control input. Let f : X×U → X be differentiable
in both arguments. With an initial state x0 ∈ X0 ⊂ Rn and
a time vector t = (t0, . . . , tN )⊤ ∈ RN+1, we can define the
finite control input sequence u = (u0, . . . , uN−1)

⊤ ∈ RN to
attain the unique sequence of states x = (x0, . . . , xN )⊤ ∈
RN+1 with sampling period Ts ∈ R+ and N ∈ N+ samples.

Hence, we define the state and control input sequences
for the MRAV as x = (p(1),v(1),p(2),v(2),p(3),v(3))⊤

and u = (a(1),a(2),a(3))⊤, where p(j),v(j),a(j) are the
position, velocity, and acceleration sequences of the vehicle
along the j-axis of the world frame FW , respectively. Finally,
let us denote with p(j)k , v

(j)
k , a

(j)
k , tk the k-th elements of the

sequences p(j),v(j),a(j) and vector t, respectively.

A. Signal temporal logic

Definition 1 (Signal Temporal Logic): STL is a con-
cise language for describing real-valued signal temporal
behavior [5]. Unlike traditional planning algorithms [11],
all mission specifications can be encapsulated into a single
formula φ. STL’s grammar includes temporal operators, such
as until (U), always (□), eventually (♢), and next (⃝), as
well as logical operators like conjunction (∧), disjunction
(∨), implication ( =⇒ ), and negation (¬). These operators

act on atomic propositions, which are simple statements or
assertions that are either true (⊤) or false (⊥). An STL
formula φ is considered valid if it evaluates to ⊤, and invalid
otherwise. More details are available in [5], [12]. Informally,
φ1UIφ2 means that φ2 must eventually hold within the time
interval I , while φ1 must hold continuously until that point.

Definition 2 (STL Robustness): The satisfaction of an STL
formula φ (Def. 1) can be impacted by uncertainties and
unexpected events. To ensure a margin of satisfaction, the
concept of robust semantics for STL formulae has been de-
veloped [5], [12]. This robustness, ρ, is a quantitative metric
that guides the optimization process towards finding the best
feasible solution for meeting the statement requirements. It
is formally defined using the recursive formulae:

ρpi
(x, tk) = µi(x, tk),

ρ¬φ(x, tk) = −ρφ(x, tk),
ρφ1∧φ2

(x, tk) = min (ρφ1
(x, tk), ρφ2

(x, tk)) ,
ρφ1∨φ2(x, tk) = max (ρφ1(x, tk), ρφ2(x, tk)) ,
ρ□Iφ(x, tk) = min

t′k∈[tk+I]
ρφ(x, t

′
k),

ρ♢Iφ(x, tk) = max
t′k∈[tk+I]

ρφ(x, t
′
k),

ρ⃝Iφ(x, tk) = ρφ(x, t
′
k),with t′k ∈ [tk + I],

ρφ1UIφ2
(x, tk) = max

t′k∈[tk+I]

(
min (ρφ2

(x, t′k)) ,

min
t′′k∈[tk,t′k]

(ρφ1
(x, t′′k)

)
,

where tk + I denotes the Minkowski sum of scalar tk and
time interval I . The formulae comprise predicates, pi, along
with their corresponding real-valued function µi(x, tk), each
of which is evaluated like a logical formula. Namely, x
satisfies the STL formula φ at time tk (in short, denoted as
x(tk) |= φ) if ρφ(x, tk) > 0, and violates if ρφ(x, tk) ≤ 0.
Each predicate describes part of the mission specifications,
and their robustness values indicate how well the specifi-
cations are being met. If all predicates are true, then the
result is a numerical value that indicates to what degree the
specification is being satisfied. Control inputs that maximize
robustness are computed over a set of finite state and input
sequences, and the optimal sequence u⋆ is considered valid
if ρφ(x⋆, tk) is positive.

Definition 3 (Smooth Approximation): Recent research
has proposed smooth approximations ρ̃φ(x, tk) for the non-
smooth and non-convex robustness measure ρφ(x, tk), which
involves the operators min and max. These approximations
can be optimized efficiently using gradient-based methods.
One such smooth approximation is the Arithmetic-Geometric
Mean (AGM) robustness [13], which we choose as it is
more conservative and computationally efficient than the
commonly used Log-Sum-Exponential (LSE) [2]. For a full
description of the AGM robustness syntax and semantics,
see [13].

Definition 4 (STL Motion Planner): By encoding the
mission specifications from Sec. II as an STL formula
φ and replacing its robustness ρφ(x, tk) with the smooth
approximation ρ̃φ(x, tk) (defined in Def. 3), the optimiza-
tion problem for generating energy-aware trajectories for



the MRAV can be defined as [2]:

maximize
p(j),v(j), a(j),ε(j)

ρ̃φ(p
(j),v(j))− ε(j)

⊤
Q ε(j)

s.t. |v(j)k | ≤ v̄(j), |a(j)k | ≤ ā(j),

∥a(j)k

⊤
a
(j)
k ∥2 ≤ ε

(j)
k

⊤
ε
(j)
k , ε

(j)
k ≥ 0,

S(j),∀k = {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}

, (1)

where ε = (ε(1), ε(2), ε(3))⊤ is the sequence of deci-
sion variables ε(j) representing the bound on the square
norm of the MRAV acceleration along each j-axis of FW .
Also, v̄(j) and ā(j) denote the upper limits of velocity
and acceleration, respectively, and S(j)(p

(j)
k , v

(j)
k , a

(j)
k ) =

(p
(j)
k+1, v

(j)
k+1, a

(j)
k+1)

⊤ are the vehicle motion primitives en-
coding the splines presented in [2]. The energy minimization
pass through the term ε⊤Q ε, where Q ∈ R3N×3N such that
we have ε⊤Qε ≥ 0.

IV. PROBLEM SOLUTION

In this section, we apply the STL framework from Sec. III
to formulate the optimization problem presented in Sec. II
as a nonlinear non-convex max-min problem. To solve this
problem, we generate an initial guess using a simplified ILP
formulation that does not account for obstacles, safety,
vehicle dynamics, ergonomics, energy minimization, or time
specifications. This approach simplifies the search for a
global solution. We translate the mission requirements, which
include performing object handovers with an MRAV under
safety and ergonomic constraints, into the STL formula
φ that considers the mission time TN . The STL formula
contains two types of specifications: safety requirements that
ensure the MRAV stays within a designated area (φws),
avoids collisions with objects (φobs), and never approaches
the operator from behind (φbeh); and ergonomic-related ob-
jectives that require the MRAV to visit each human operator
(φhan), stay with them for a fixed duration Than, approach
them from the front based on their preferences (φpr), and
stop at a refilling station for Trs when its onboard supply
of tools is depleted (φrs). Finally, the MRAV must return to
the refilling station after completing the handover operations
(φhm). All mission requirements can be expressed as:
φ =□[0,TN ](φws ∧ φobs ∧ φbeh)∧

han∧
q=1

♢[0,TN−Than]

(
pr∧
d=1

q,dφpr ∧□[0,Than]
qφhan

)
∧

rs∨
q=1

♢[0,TN−Trs] (c(t) = 0 =⇒ p(t) |= qφrs) ∧

rs∨
q=1

□[1,TN−1] (p(t) |= φhm =⇒ p(t+ 1) |= φhm) .

(2)

with

φws =
∧3

j=1 p
(j) ∈ (p(j)

ws
, p̄

(j)
ws ), (3a)

φobs =
∧3

j=1

∧obs
q=1 p

(j) ̸∈ (qp
(j)
obs,

qp̄
(j)
obs), (3b)

φbeh =
∧3

j=1

∧beh
q=1 p

(j) ̸∈ (qp
(j)
beh,

qp̄
(j)
beh), (3c)

φhm =
∧3

j=1 p
(j)∈ (p(j)

rs
, p̄

(j)
rs ), (3d)

qφhan =
∧3

j=1 p
(j)∈ (qp

(j)
han,

qp̄
(j)
han), (3e)

qφrs = □[0,Trs]

∧3
j=1 p

(j)∈ (qp(j)
rs
, qp̄

(j)
rs ), (3f)

q,dφpr =
∧3

j=1 p
(j)∈ (q,dp(j)

pr
, q,dp̄

(j)
pr ). (3g)

Equation (3a) constrains the MRAV’s position to remain
within the workspace, with minimum and maximum values
denoted by p(j)

ws
and p̄(j)ws , respectively. Equations (3b), (3c),

(3d), (3e), (3f), and (3g) provide guidelines for obstacle
avoidance, operator safety, mission completion, handover
operations, payload capacity, and human operators’ prefer-
ences, respectively. The payload capacity is represented by
c(t) ∈ {0, 1}. The vertices of rectangular regions identifying
obstacles, areas behind the operators, operators themselves,
refilling stations, and human operators’ preferences are rep-
resented by qp

(j)
obs,

qp
(j)
beh, p(j)hm, qp(j)

rs
, q,dp(j)

pr
, qp̄

(j)
obs,

qp̄
(j)
beh,

p̄
(j)
hm, qp̄

(j)
rs , and q,dp̄

(j)
pr , respectively.

A. Initial guess

The resulting nonlinear, non-convex max-min problem is
solved using dynamic programming, which requires a well-
chosen initial guess to avoid local optima [14]. The strategy
for obtaining an appropriate initial guess for the STL motion
planner involves simplifying the original problem to an opti-
mization problem with fewer constraints. The resulting ILP
problem assigns human operators to the vehicle and provides
a navigation sequence for the MRAV. The initial guess
considers mission requirements and MRAV payload capacity
and refilling operations (φhm, φhan and φrs), but disregards
safety and ergonomy requirements (φws, φobs, φbeh, and
φpr), and mission time intervals (TN , Than and Trs).

The graph used to formulate the ILP is defined by the
tuple G = (V, E ,W, C), where V is the set of vertices,
consisting of human operators (T ), refilling stations (R),
and the depot (O) where the MRAV is initially located. The
number of elements in T , R, and O are represented by τ ,
r, and δ, respectively. The set of edges and their associated
weights are represented by E and W , respectively, where
edge weights are modeled using Euclidean distances. To
represent the number of times an edge is selected in the ILP
solution, an integer variable zij ∈ Z≥0 is defined for each
edge eij ∈ E . The variable zij is limited to the set {0, 1} if
{i, j} ∈ {T ,O} and {0, 1, 2} if i ∈ R and j ∈ T , which
ensures that an edge between two human operators is never
traversed twice and that the depot is only used as a starting
point. The ILP problem is then formulated as:

minimize
zij

∑
{i,j}∈V, i ̸=j

wij zij (4a)

s.t.
∑

i∈V, i ̸=j

zij = 2, ∀j ∈ T , (4b)∑
i∈T

z0i = 1, (4c)∑
i∈T , j ̸∈T

zij ≥ 2h(T ) . (4d)



Parameter Symbol Value Parameter Symbol Value
Max. vel. and acc. {v̄(j), ā(j)} 1.1 [m/s2] Mission time TN 23 [s]

Handover time Than 3 [s] Refilling time Trs 3 [s]
Sampling period Ts 0.05 [s] Number of samples N 460 [−]

Heading operator HO1 ψho1 π[rad] Heading operator HO2 ψho2 0[rad]

TABLE I: Parameter values for the optimization problem.

In the formulated ILP problem, the objective function (4a)
minimizes the distance traversed by the MRAV. Con-
straints (4b), (4c) and (4d) ensure that each human operator
is visited once, the MRAV begins at the depot and does
not return, tours do not exceed payload capacity or are not
connected to a refilling station using h(T ) [15], respectively.
The motion primitives for the MRAV are obtained from the
optimal assignment, which is used to generate a dynamically
feasible trajectory. The trajectory includes time intervals for
handover and refilling (Than and Trs), with fixed rest-to-rest
motion between operators and maximum values for velocity
and acceleration (v̄(j) and ā(j)). Further details on the motion
primitives are provided in [2].

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Numerical simulations in MATLAB were used to validate
the planning approach, without including vehicle dynamics
and trajectory tracking controller. Feasibility was verified in
Gazebo with software-in-the-loop simulations [16]. The ILP
problem was formulated using the CVX framework, and
the STL motion planner used the CasADi library with IPOPT
as the solver. Simulations were run on an i7-8565U processor
with 32GB of RAM on Ubuntu 20.04. Illustrative videos
with the simulations are available at http://mrs.felk.
cvut.cz/stl-ergonomy-energy-aware.

The object handover scenario outlined in Sec. II was used
to evaluate the proposed planning strategy. The simulation
scenario consisted of a mock-up environment, with two
human operators, one refilling station, and a single MRAV.
Parameters and corresponding values used to run the opti-
mization problem are listed in Table I. The heading angle
of the MRAV was adjusted by aligning the vehicle with
the direction of movement when moving towards the human
operator. Once the MRAV reaches the operator, it is assumed
that an onboard low-level controller, e.g. [3], [4], handles
the handover operation, thus adjusting the heading angle
accordingly. The rectangular regions in which the MRAV
was allowed to approach the operator were established taking
into consideration the operators’ heading, ψho1 and ψho2, as
well as their preferred direction of approach (φpr).

Figure 2 presents a comparison of energy profiles obtained
by considering the preferred approach directions of the
operators, namely front, right and left, and top to bottom,
both with and without the energy term. The energy term is
given by ε⊤k Qεk ≥ 0 and ∥a(j)k

⊤
a
(j)
k ∥2 ≤ ε(j)

⊤
ε(j), ε(j) ≥

0, as formulated in the problem statement (1). The results
demonstrate that the inclusion of the energy term leads to a
reduction of energy consumption by approximately 10%.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a motion planning framework to im-
prove energy-aware human-robot collaboration for an MRAV
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Fig. 2: Normalized energy consumption profiles considering
different operators’ preferred approach directions, including
left and right (blue), front (green), and top to bottom (red).
From left to right: the data with and without considering the
energy term in the STL motion planner.

with payload limitations and dynamic constraints. The pro-
posed approach uses STL specifications to generate safe
and ergonomic trajectories while meeting mission time re-
quirements. An ILP method is introduced to handle the
nonlinear non-convex optimization problem. Numerical in
MATLAB and realistic simulations in Gazebo confirm the
effectiveness of the proposed approach. Future work includes
incorporating human operator fatigue and exploring other
types of temporal logic languages to adapt the framework
for dynamic environments.
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